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The Theme of Conservation focuses
on how to foster stewardship of
natural areas along the Assiniboine
and protecting the natural heritage of
the region.
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Natural Regions of Manitoba Map
Manitoba Conservation

The Assiniboine River is located in
the Aspen Forest and Parklands
ecoregion and is classified in the
Terrestrial Ecoregions of North
America as having savannah/
temperate grasslands as its major
habitat type. The river travels
through Western uplands, Souris Till
Plain, Aspen/ Oak Parklands, Tall
Grass Prairie and Manitoba Lowlands
natural regions (refer to following
map).

The Assiniboine River flows through
Manitoba's Agro-region. The most
intensive agr¡culture in the prov¡nce
occurs in the Assiniboine, Souris and
Red River watersheds. Due to this,
most of the run-off nutrients found
in the river come from agricultural
sources. Five major industrial
facilities are licensed to discharge
water into the river. An
overabundance of nutrients in the
water has resulted in quality issues
such as algae growth, increased

water treatment costs, oxygen
depletion, fish kills, decreased
biodiversity, taste and odour concerns
and production of toxins from blue-
green algae. (Bourne, Armstrong,
Jones. 2002)

Clean water is a commodity that is
rapidly decreasing. The Assiniboine,
like many Canadian rivers, is polluted.
This contamination is contributing to
the degradation of the entire water
shed. This is intolerable because
it is preventable. Present practices
in agriculture, industry, urban centres
and recreational use of the river and
surrounding areas are damaging the
environment to a point that may be
beyond repair. Today, the people
whom are in its debt are polluting
the river. The Assiniboine, which was
so important to the formation of the
landscape and province of Manitoba
and a driving force behind the Fur
Trade that built the nation, may never
recover.
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Manitoba is a Province that is working
towards a sustainable future. Habitat
Conservation, resource conservation and
environmental protection are growing
concerns for Manitobans and many
organizations have been developed to
ensure that the land-base and resources
of the province are not lost for future
generations. ln the past the focus of
these programs and organizations has
been on the untouched and wild areas
of Manitoba. These areas are found
mainly in the northern part of the
province. Recently, focus has shifted
towards the southern, agricultural region
of the Manitoba.

The landscape of the Assiniboine River
has seen an extreme decrease in natural
habitats since the arrival of European
settlers. Agriculture has destroyed the
Tall-grass Prairie ecosystem and is now
encroaching upon the Aspen Parkland,
Mixed-grass Prairie and River Bottom
Forests. The disappearance of these
landscapes will have a negative effect on
the landscape and ecology of Manitoba.
Native prairie habitats are essential for

biodiversity and ecosystem health. ïhe
loss of these areas, especially riparian
habitats, contributes to the overloading of
nutrients and sediments in the Assiniboine
River. Riparian environments filter run-off,
allow for ground water recharge, decrease
wind erosion, provide nesting habitat for
waterfowl and serve as habitat corridors for
larger animals.

Agriculture organizations have recognized
the economic and environmental benefits
of establishing and renewing riparian
zones and native habitats. Management
strategies, farm programs, development
incentives and education are being used
to encourage Manitoba farmers to use
ecological principles and sustainable farm
practices on their land. Rotational farming,
forage strips, limited river access for
livestock and wetland renewal are
becoming impoftant practices for farmers to
ensure that the land base they require is
healthy and properly maintained.
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This matrix shows the areas of
development that are shared between
conservation organizations and
programs that are in operation in
Manitoba. lt also shows the areas that
are shared with the Assiniboine River
Heritage Canoe Route proposal. A
High degree of shared interest is shown
in red and medium shared interest in
green.

The Environmental Strategy for the
Heritage Canoe Route is based on
these shared characteristics. The
areas of high interest will have the
most support in programs and funds for
private land owners and public groups.
This will enable people to padicipate
in the conservation priorities of this
practicum.

Environmental Strategy

The environmental strategy for the
Heritage Canoe Route is based on
the areas of high and medium interest
(shown in red and green). These
interest areas are compatible with the
Conservation Priorities discussed in
this practicum. The environmental
strategy also includes stewardship and
sustainable development. These play
a supporting role in the conservation of
the natural areas and the health of the
rural economy.

The goal of this strategy is to ensure
that the natural heritage of the region
is enjoyed and integrated into the
river experience. The Development
Priorities work together to support the
natural heritage of the Assiniboine
River. Each aspect is important to the

North America Waterfowl Management Plan

Manitoba Prairie Conservation Action Plan

Assiniboine River Heritage Canoe Route



The Development Priorities
are separated into two
categories. The Primary
Priorities are directly linked
to the conservation and
restoration of the natural
environments associated with
the Assiniboine River. These
Priorities are also associated
with the conservation
programs and organizations
already in operation in the
province. The Secondary
priorities are those related
to conserving the river and
region's natural heritage
through other means. These
are related to community
development, human heritage
and sustainable economic
development.

Primary Priorities
. Habitat Conservation
. Wetland Development
. Riparian Development

Secondary Priorities
. Heritage Site Development
. CHRS Designation
. Tourism Development
. Sustainable Farm Practices
. Education

l5
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Habitat Gonservation
The Assiniboine river has a Routine
Protection level as determined by
the Manitoba Surface Water Quality
Objectives of 1977. This classification
regulates the effluent limitations of the
river. The Assiniboine is also regulated
according to Tier One Water Quality
Standards. This is a standard level of
protection that is applied to all surface
water in Manitoba. These standards
offer requirements for "best practices"
to be followed by municipalities, urban
areas, industry and agriculture.

The Habitat Conservation Priority
emphasizes raising the current standard
level of the Assiniboine to Tier Two
in the Water Quality Objectives of
Manitoba. This would give the river
habitats more protection because
stronger limits to new discharge into the
river would be in place. This level also
limits the amount of new development
on the river that degrades the state
of the water. The Assiniboine River
supports more than 40 species of fish.
It is a valuable aquatic environment that
should be protected to the same extent
as a terrestrial environment.

Southern Manitoba contains the
Prairie-Pothole Region. This area is an
important nesting ground for migratory
birds and waterfowl. Spruce Woods
Provincial Park is the home of the
only variety of Lizard found in
Manitoba. The Assiniboine River itself
contains many fish species, reptiles
and provides the food and resources
many animals need for survival.

The region surrounding the Assiniboine
has few protected areas. These areas
are disconnected and have become
habitat islands in an agricultural sea.
The goal of the Habitat Conservation
Priority is to increase the amount
of habitat patches in the region,
connect these patches through the
establishment of a river corridor and
improve the quality of habitats found
in the region. This process will be
a cooperative process between allthe
conservation priorities.
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Wetland Development
The Prairie Pothole region of Southern
Manitoba is located in an intensive
agriculture area. This has resulted in
the drainage of many wetland habitats.
The benefits of restoring these wetlands
are high. Constructed and reclaimed
wetlands can play a vital role in the
restoration of a drainage basin.

Manitoba is facing a water crisis. The
province's watersheds have seen an
increase in water salinity and E. coli
contamination. Lake Manitoba and Lake
Winnipeg are both being contaminated
due to high nutrient and pollution loads,
due in part to agricultural run-off and
urban pollutants entering the Assiniboine
River.

Wetlands are tools for improving the self-
purification capacity of a river system
and reduce the pollutant loads in a
river network. ( Palmen & Bendoricchio)
They are also capable of reducing peak
flows of floodwater, something that would
be beneficial to the Assiniboine Region.
Wetlands produce biomass. ln fact,
wetlands produce more biomass than

most environments and they are the
principle ecosystems for recycling the
Earth's essential elements of life.

Wetland renewal in the Assiniboine River
region is essential to the drainage-basin
design approach taken by this practicum.
The benefits of cleaner water will affect
the plant and animal communities that rely
on the Assiniboine for life.

This Priority encourages private
landowners to use government programs
to renew wetlands on their property,
encourages communities to revitalize
existing wetlands and marshes into
recreation and conservation areas and
proposes that the five industrial users
of the river implement wetland treatment
cells for all effluent water being dumped
into the Assiniboine. Together these steps
will decrease the amount of point-source
and non-point source pollution entering
the river.
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Wetland Facts
. Wetlands provide food, shelter and habitat for
over 600 species of wildlife in Canada.
. Canada is home to nearly one quarter of the
world's wetlands.
. lt is estimated that almost 70% of Canada's
original wetlands have disappeared. This
disappearance is attributed to urban development,
drainage and land conversion, especially for
agricultural uses.

Functional Values of Wetlands
. Recreation
. Education
. Flood water alteration and reduction
. Aesthetics
. Water purification, sediment and

toxicant retention, nutrient removal and
n utrient transformation
. Bank stabilization and protection
. Groundwater recharge and discharge
. lncreased Biological Diversity

Constructed Wetlands
These types of systems are created
on dry sites. They are different
from reclaimed, naturalwetlands and if
designed properly, can be more efficient
than natural ones.

Types of Gonstructed Wetlands
. Sub-surface Flow
. Surface Flow
. Pond

Capital Costs of Gonstructed Wetlands
. Excavation
. Liner
. Gravel
. Plants
. Distribution & Control Structures
. Fencing (if applicable)
. Miscellaneous Maintenance & Care

Wetland Design Principles
. Locate where nitrogen load is high to
maximize removal per area
. Ellipse shapes maximize hydraulic flow
. Side slope gradient must below to
minimize erosion and promote plant
establishment
. Deep water sections increase life
expectancy of the system
. Alternate deep/shallow areas to establish
a mixture of emergent & submergent
vegetation to enhance nitrogen removal.

These principles are based on
. Hydraulic Capacity
. Residence Time (of water)
. Loading Rates
. Water Temperature
. Plant Density

The area indicated in pink shows the focus of Wetland
Development along the Assiniboine River Heritage Canoe
Route. Wetland projects undertaken in this area will increase
connectivity between pothole and marsh habitats and can be
used to connect river users to the rural landscape.
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R¡parian Development
The Riparian Zone is the land
bordering a water body or water
course. These are fragile areas that
support a variety of plants and trees.
When denuded of vegetation, the
saturated soil of these areas becomes
susceptible to erosion.

Native prairie habitats are essential
for biodiversity and ecosystem health.
The riparian areas along rivers often
contain remnant river-bottom forests
and other unique habitats. The
riparian zone is essential along a
river. lt provides nesting grounds for
waterfowl, habitat for many species of
animal, creates connections between
habitat patches, reduces erosion,
filters run-off, allows for ground
water recharge and plays a role
in maintaining and improving water
quality. (MHHC 2002)

The goal of the Riparian Development
Priority is to increase Riparian
management and renewal along the
Assiniboine River. Today, Riparian
Zones account for less than 5% of

the agricultural land in Manitoba.
( Oborne, 2004) Residential,
recreational, agricultural and
industrial development has
contributed to the decline of these
areas. (Manitoba Agriculture and
Food)

The province oJ Manitoba is lucky
in that it has many new programs
that foster riparian development.
Agriculture organizations have begun

. to recognize the benefit of
establishing and maintaining riparian
zones. Planting forages and
establishing woodlots on private
lands along the Assiniboine river
have become a focus in rural areas.
Riparian zones work with sustainable
farm practices and do not detract
from the farm income if managed
properly.
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Filter out more than 5O% of agricultural

Filter out 50o/o or more of nutrients (nitrogen
phosphorus)

Remove 60% or more of some types of

Filter out 75o/o ot more of upland sediments
eroding soil)

Manitoba Aqriculture &

20
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These boxes indicate where the Riparian Development along the
Assiniboine will be focused. These areas have the least amount of
existing riparian vegetation and have a severe soil erosion classification.

These zones will be linked by the Heritage Canoe Route river corridor and
will increase animal movement, decrease sediment loads in the river and
improve the health of the river and its watershed.

The area indicated by the black circle
shows were wetland development will
be focused in the primary stages of
development. This area links the
Minnedosa Pothole region of Manitoba
with the Assiniboine River and its
associated wetlands. This linkage
will prove to be important for animal
movement, habitat development and
as a connection between the Heritage
Canoe Route and rural Manitoba.

The small black circles indicate where constructed
wetlands for industrial waste water treatment will be
developed. Brandon and Portage La Prairie contain
the 5 lndustrial Users of the Assiniboine that are
allowed to dump effluent into the river.

The red line indicates the river corridor that will be established
along the Assiniboine River Heritage Canoe Route. This corridor will
increase connectivity between habitat patches, habitat and animal
movement. lt will also support recreational uses along the river.
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The City of Brandon has developed its riverbanks into a recreation and tourism
destination that is based on conserving and interpreting the river-bottom forest
environment.The Assiniboine Corridor is a network of over 17 kms of trails that weave
through the heart of Brandon. The Centre feature of this is the Riverbank Discovery
Centre. This is the starting point for the trail system and is also the home of Ducks
Unlimited's rural offices. Adjacent to he Centre is a series of lnterpretive ponds and
native prairies. These teach valuable lessons on environmental stewardship, habitat
conservation and the natural processes of the Earth.

Secondary Priorities
The Primary Conservation
Priorities are dependent upon
the Secondary Priorities. These
priorities support the three main
ones discussed previously to
ensure that the Heritage Canoe
Route benefits the natural
heritage of the Assiniboine
River. Each of the four
Secondary Priorities has
relevance to each of the three
primary Priorities. This
relationship strengthens the
theme of Conservation.
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heritage of the Assiniboine River. Conservation in this could be developed to include native prairie plants and habitats.

sense applies to the natural as well as cultural elements Developing the heritage sites within a historical landscape
of the river. Pairing natural conservation sites and heritage benefits cultural experience and biodiversity.

Heritage Site Development
Heritage Site Devel-opment combines the cultural and natural- sites links the river to outlying attractions. Many heritage sites

GHRS Designation
The CHRS places a great deal of importance on the proper rivers are also maintained in order to be the best examples of
stewardship of Canada's river environments and creating a Canadian rivers. A designation to this system would benefìt the
balance between preservation, profit and the use of resources Assiniboine River and its environments .

to maintain the natural and scenic values of an area. These

Tour¡sm Development
Sustainable tourism development, especially in the eco-tourism
sector will benefìt the conservation of the rich environments
of the Assiniboine River. Eco-tourism relies on first hand
experiences with the environment and is also an important tool

ecosystems. Tourism developments can also be means in
explaining about the land, how the Heritage Canoe Route
supports the landscape and the natural processes of the
region.

Sustainable Farm Practices
Habitat conservation in agricultural areas relies on the willing
participation of private landowners. Farm and Conservation
Organizations in Manitoba are encouraging farmers to adopt
more sustainable practices that improve native habitats,

biodiversity and conservation while diversifying the farm
income. Conservation Agreements with the MHHC are being
used to conserye habitat on private lands, the Manitoba
Forage Council is increasing its emphasis on native prairie

and wetlands are beinq retained on aqriculture land.

Education
Many of the developments proposed in this practicum teach
lessons in conservation. Wetlands and riparian zones are tools
for teaching about how the environment works, how nutrients
cycle through it and how we affect it. Display farms teach

the value of sustainable agriculture and river monitoring
programs would involve community members with the
Heritage Canoe Route and teach valuable environmental
lessons.
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The theme of Community focuses on
sustainable development opportunities in
Southern Manitoba. These opportunities
are centred on the Heritage Canoe Route
proposed for the Assiniboine River.
Expanding the tourism product in rural areas
is the main goal for this theme.

Tourism Opportunities
Manitoba has the means to create renewed
interest in the rural areas of the province.
The tourism sector is expanding and new
venues for tourism are being developed
that relate to the goals and intent of this
practicum.

The culture and history, rich natural
environments and vast recreational
opportunities possessed by Manitoba makes
the province a destination of choice for many
Canadians and tourists. Manitoba ranks
fifth in Canada as a tourism destination,
and since 1997 the province has seen an
increase in tourism expenditures of over
11%. (2001Tourism Forum) The estimated
tourism expenditures in the 200112002

season was 1.3 billion dollars. (2OOl Tourism
Forum) The largest portion of this revenue
comes from Manitobans travelling within
their own province. This practice contributed
607 million dollars to the total tourism
revenues ofthe year 2000. (2001
Tourism Forum)

As a whole the tourism industry of Manitoba
is not meeting its full potential. The Manitoba
culture, Heritage and Tourism Annual Report
for 200112002 lists six long-term goals for the
tourism industry. These goals are:
. lncrease participation in community

development and individual well-being
. Fully engage community partners
. Provide access to information that leads to

enhanced knowledge for informed decision
making
. Obtain global recognition of Manitoba's

advantages and quality of life
. Create a vibrant and sustainable economy
. Create a strong sense of pride in the

province.

These goals show a desire to move
toward tourism development that relies
on community driven initiatives and
involvement. These goals are similar to
those of the Heritage Canoe Route proposed
by this practicum.

lf Manitoba is to become a leader in

Canadian Tourism destinations it must
become competitive with the more publicized
and traditional Canadian Tourist areas

such as Banff. To accomplish this
Manitoba must expand and upgrade its
Tourism lndustry. The Manitoba Culture,
Heritage and Tourism Annual Report
for 200112002 identifies this need and
lists three Development Priorities for the
province.

1. lmprove and expand Manitoba's
Cultural and Heritage Based tourism
product.
2. lmprove and expand Manitoba's

Nature Based tourism product.
3. Create additional opportunities for

Manitoba.

These priorities show the importance
and suitability of a development such
as the Heritage Canoe Route proposed
by this practicum. These priorities have
also resulted in a plan by the province
that would increase tourism resources in
Manitoba. This plan emphasizes:
. Developing and improving eco-

tourism, adventure tourism, outdoor and
extreme outdoor recreation ventures
within the province with an emphasis
in winter,four-season and aboriginal
tourism
. Developing, expanding and linking
heritage and cultural tourism products
with an emphasis placed on upgrading
key cultural and heritage attractions,
enhancing interpretation of these sites
and promoting the unique experiences
offered by aboriginal heritage tourism.



, Eco, Gultural & Adventure
Tourism
One of the fastest growing sectors of the tourism
industry is eco-tourism.
Eco-tourism is a sustainable practice because it
recognizes that tourism in an area must be limited
by the carrying capacity of the environment. lt
encourages the use of appropriate transportation to
natural areas and cultural sites and it is not facility
intensive. Facilities that are developed for eco-
tourism ventures are used to support the encounter
but do not become the focus of the experience.

A similar form of tourism that is related to eco-
tourism is Adventure Tourism. This activity is gaining
in popularity within Canada and the world. The
Tourism Company defines adventure tourism as any
leisure activity that takes place in an unusual, exotic
or remote destination and it is associated with high
levels of activity by the participants. Adventure
tourism can be further classified as either soft or
board depending of the intensity of the experience.
Adventure tourism along the Assiniboine River could
have both hard and soft elements due to the
harshness of the winter climate. The goal of this
form of tourism is recreation, not education or
interpretation of the natural or cultural resources of
an arca.

Southern Manitoba has an underdeveloped
adventure tourism industry even though many
hunters and sport fishers enjoy the province's
attractions. The success of adventure tourism
relies on the setting in which the activity takes
place. Unique and spectacular natural environments
provide the main attraction for these types
of enthusiasts. A diversified experiences, and
stimulating, challenging activities such as those
offered by the proposed Heritage Canoe Route are
also important.

Cultural tourism has always been a popular activity.
It has grown in popularity in recent years due to the
growing population of retirees and the relative ease of
world travel. lt is considered to be a special interest
tourism where culture forms the basis of either attracting
people of motivating them to travel. ( McKercher,2002)
This type of activity provides an experience where
a person has contact with the unique social fabrics,
heritage and the special characters of places.
(McKercher)

A sustainable cultural tourism venture focuses on the
quality and authenticity of the attraction and ensures
that it is managed in a way that is not damaging.
High visitation, repair, lifestyles and cultural traditions of
the local community are considered when developing
cultural tourism sites. Modifications to the sites must
not have a negative impact on the community resources
and wellbeing. Culturaltourism has a high market
appeal. Many of these destinations are national icons or
symbols and are well known outside the local area. The
ambience, setting and evocative character of the place
or experience determines whether the development will
succeed.

All three of these growing tourism sectors will benefit
Manitoba. Together these experiences create a unique
package that interests a wide variety of people. By
not limiting the development to a certain sector of the
population, the tourism economy of Manitoba would
grow. The flexibility of these tourism strategies ensures
a sustainable tourism base would support the Heritage
Canoe Route. Their compatibility and adaptability
is another attractive feature that would benefit the
Assiniboine River region. The best characteristics and
practices of each type can be merged together into a
package that offers educational, cultural experience that
is exciting and offers unique recreational experiences.

The following matrix shows how the proposed Heritage
Canoe Route shares complimentary characteristics with
the goals of Tourism Manitoba.
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lncidents of Adventure Tourism in
Manitoba
Manitoba Culture, Heritage &
Tour¡sm. Manitoba Market Suruey,



Tourism Development
This Priority focuses on:
. Developing of a canoe experience
in southern Manitoba that encourages
and advances eco, adventure and
culturaltourism ventures in the
province.

..ldentifying tourism venues in the
Assiniboine river region that
compliment the Heritage Canoe
Route.

. Expanding the Tourism product into
the Four-Season and Winter Tourism
markets that could be associated with
the Heritage Canoe Route.

The following matrix indicates where
the levels of high and medium
compatibility exist between the three
different tourism types discussed by
this practicum. These areas guided
the development of the tourism goals
of this Priority.

Priority Goals:

1. Establish a recreational corridor
that provides a cultural experience of
Manitoba life, past and present while
increasing the recreational enjoyment

of the river. The recreational corridor
would provide the land base for the
canoe route's overnight lodge and
tenting facilities, riparian development
and habitat corridors.

2. Create a canoe experience that
acts as a connection to the natural
and human heritage associated with
the Assiniboine River in a manner
that provides recreational enjoyment
of the river environments.

3. Provide the opportunity for growth
of the rural economy through
sustainable tourism ventures;
including eco, adventure, cultural,
winter and four-season tourism.

The combination of urban and rural
environments along the Assiniboine
River ensures that there is a wide
variety of interesting entertainment
and recreation opportunities to be
enjoyed. The Heritage Canoe Route
will facilitate increased exposure to
these attractions and stimulate use
and economic growth.
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Tourism Type
Gharacterist
This matrix indicates what
characteristics each tourism
type has and the shared
characteristics that became
the focus of tourism
development discussed in
this practicum. The red
indicates areas with a high
degree shared characteristics
and the green indicates areas
with medium degrees of
shared characteristics.
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Primary Gharacteristics

Low-impact on Resource Base o
Environment = Most lmportant Feature o

Activity = Most lmportant Feature o
First-hand Experience w¡th Natural Areas

Firsfhand Experience with Cultural Sites o
Educational Experience

Recreational Experience

Cultural Experience

Promotes Understanding & Respect of Environment o
Economic Benefits kept in Host Community

Encourages Grass-Root lnvolvement o
Limited by Carrying Capacity of Environment o
Uses Appropriate Transportation to Features

Facility lntensive o
Act¡vity lntensive
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The Assiniboine River Heritage Canoe
Route is an expansion of the existing canoe
route shown in the following map. Currently,
this route is centred on the Spruce Woods
Provincial Park area due to its spectacular
scenery and accessibility to the river. This
canoe route ¡s a three day excursion that
can be done in smaller segments, w¡th
many different camping, hiking and access
point along the way. The Assinibo¡ne river
Heritage Canoe route is a staged process.
It involves:
1. Expanding the existing Canoe Route to
include the entire Manitoban port¡on of the
Assiniboine River.
2. ldentifying sites for overnight lodges and
camping facilities along the river.
3. Proposing a River Corridor that contains
the land base required for support facilities
and links the Heritage Canoe Route with
outlying features that contribute to the
interpretation, enjoyment and exper¡ence of
the river. This corridor would be related to
Riparian Zone initiatives along the river.

By integrating the Heritage Canoe Route,
river corridor and outlying natural, cultural
and historic sites, The Assiniboine River
Region will have a tourism resource unique
in Manitoba. The cultural, environmental
and recreational combination of the Heritage
Canoe Route has a wide appeal that
provides development opportunities for
many communities.
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Outlying Features Linked to Heritage Canoe
Route River Gorridor
.Alexander - Griswold Marsh, Griswold
. Asessippi Provincial Park, SkiArea & Winter Park
. Beaudry Provincial Park
. CFB Shilo & Canadian Artillery Museum, Shilo
. Crescent Lake & lsland Park, Portage la Prairie
. Delta Marsh and Research Station
. Frank SkinnerArboretum, Roblin area
. lnglis Grain Elevators National Historic Site, lnglis
. Oak Lake - Plum Lakes, Oak Lake
. S.S. Alpha & Stockton Ferry Site, Glenboro
. Spruce Woods Provincial Park
. The Church Caffee, Shellmouth
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Sustainable Tourism & the Rural Economy
Four Season Tourism

The Assiniboine River Region is already
home to many recreational opportunities
that provide year round enjoyment of the
area. (Refer to maps) Canoeing, cross
country skiing, snowmobiling, mountain
biking, hiking, bird watching and trail riding
are popular activities with residents and
visitors to southern Manitoba.

These activities occur along the river and
can be expanded upon to increase the
diversity in activities provided for in the
proposed Heritage Canoe Route. These
activities also create linkages between the
river experience and the rural landscape.
Bringing these activities outside the
boundaries of Provincial Parks is another
way to increase connectivity between the
Heritage Canoe Route and the communities
along the river. Currently much of
the region's outdoor recreational activity
is centred in Spruce Woods Provincial
Park. The Assiniboine region has the
potential to expand on its outdoor, adventure
tourism base through the development of
new venues and by identifying recreational
alternatives outside the Provincial Parks.

Winter tourism activities should be
encouraged in the region. Snowmobiling

Rid¡no Mountain
Nalon¿l Pa¡k

Nopimìnq
Prôvinciål

"oq)

is a popular activity throughout Manitoba,
the Prairie Provinces and the northern
United States. Snowmobiling opportunities
in the Assiniboine River region are
underdeveloped, with no designated trails
available for use. Providing winter trails for
snowmobiles would bring tourism revenue
into rural communities during a non-
traditionaltourism season and could be used
to connect Southern Snowmobile Trails to
others in the province. These trails could be
used for horseback riding, ATVs, mountain
biking and hiking in the warmer months.
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map taken from Travel Manitoba's Manitoba:
Great Outdoor Adventure guide showing
recreation activities present in the Assiniboine
River region.
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Heritage Site Development
The Assiniboine River area has a rich province's past. Heritage related fairs and

cultural history that should be shared and
enjoyed. Rivers can be the keepers of
important cultural stories that are lost to
modern memory.

The Assiniboine River was an important
trade route for the first peoples of Canada
and was a means for technology and
culture to be shared throughout North
America. The Assiniboine River also
became an important trade route for
the Canadian Fur Trade industry. Many
trading posts and forts were established
along its banks by rival companies. With
the forts came settlements, first Metis
communities and then immigrant founded
towns became established in the region.

The Heritage Site Development Priority
focuses on identifying, preserving and
developing heritage resources along the
Assiniboine. The significant cultural and
historical heritage that is found along the
river has the potential to become a

feature attraction in the Heritage Canoe
Route and the province of Manitoba The
sites of First Nation's Encampments and
Fur Trade era structures that abound in
the area offer unique glimpses into the

festivals in the region offer glimpses into
Manitoba's past and have the ability to
transport visitors into a different era, at
least for an afternoon.

The goals of this priority are to:

. Compile a list of Cultural and Historical
Attractions in the Assiniboine River
Region that are relevant to the proposed
Heritage Canoe Route.

. Determine which areas, containing sites
of cultural and historical importance, have
the potential for development as tourism
resources.

. ldentify how these sites can be
integrated into the Heritage Canoe Route
experience to interpret the region's history,
encourage river users to venture into the
surrounding communities and bring new
economic ventures into the Assiniboine
River region.
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The Assiniboine River is associated with many historical and archaeological sites
including historic river crossings, sh¡pwrecks, ferry sites, burial mounds, petroforms,
Medicine Wheels and Paleo-lndian encampments. The old homesteads, churches
and agricultural buildings of the region are also important heritage sites for
exploration.

There are many heritage sites in the region from the Forks historic site in Winnipeg
to the St. Anne's Church.

Many different people are associated with the area from the Assiniboine First nations
Voyageurs and Fur Traders, the Metis, the Northwest Mounted Police and pioneers
to the great explorers and surveyors Henry Hind, David Thompson, J.B. Tyrell,
Alexander MacKenzie and Lewis and Clark.

Historic events associated with the area include the Riel Rebellion, surveying
expeditions, The Canadian Fur Trade. Other Heritage related events occur annually
in the area and celebrate the history of the various communities and cultures in
the area.

The Legend of the White Horse is the most well known folklore associated in the
region. Many other legends and tales have developed in the area.
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Potential Heritage Development Sites
The Assiniboine River's history of use The cultural and historic heritage of
by aboriginal groups, Fur Traders and the Assiniboine River could become
early settlers has left a legacy of human a feature attraction in Manitoba's
heritage along the river's edge. These Tourism industry. Community lead
areas have the potential to be used for initiatives along the Assiniboine River
tourism development and community would be encouraged. The mutual
economic ventures. benefits to these developments creates

a sustainable relationship between the
Areas that have the greatest potential Heritage Canoe Route and the rural
for community benefits are those communities.
associated with historic aboriginal use
and early fur trade sites. These sites
can:

. lnterpret the historical and cultural
legacy of Manitoba

. lnterpret the importance of the Fur
Trade to the development of Canada.

. Provide the opportunity for river
related activities and festivals

. Showcase historic artifacts and
cultures

. Create links between the Heritage
Canoe Route, communities and
surrounding rural landscape

Fur Trade Forts and Ferry sites on the
Assiniboine near present day Brandon.
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M¡nnedosa Heritage Vi llage
The town of Minnedosa has developed a
tourism attraction based on the history of this
small, prairie town. This site blends together
interpretive features that are activity driven,
allow for interaction with the community's
heritage and natural areas.

This site is an example of how a small
community can increase its tourism through
cultural and adventure tourism. This type
of development could be used by the small
towns that are related to the Assiniboine
River.

The site includes:
. Historic buildings/ museums
. Past technology (windmills, waterwheels)
. Hiking/nature trails

. Trout pond

. Swinging bridge

The site is also a staging ground for town
fairs and cultural demonstrations such as
Powwows.
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These Priorities work together to support the Primary
Priorities. They also bring new opportunities
to the theme of Community by diversifying the
opportunities in the Assiniboine River area. The
benefits of the interrelatedness of the Secondary

Secondary Prior¡ties
Priorities is in the creation of a broader foundation
for development, resource use, education and
the fostering of connections between the three
practicum Themes of Conservation, Community and
Celebration.

The Canadian Heritage River System emphasizes the
importance of community involvement in the process
of Heritage River Nomination, Designation and
Management. lt fosters a cooperative relationship
between communities, conservation groups, historic
groups and many other organizations that are working
towards protecting, managing and monitoring the

Designation to the GHRS
valuable Canadian Rivers participating in the CHRS.
Designation of the Assiniboine would increase the
public awareness in the river and the efforts of the
communities along its course. The status would
also mean a growth in public awareness about the
value, beauty and recreational opportunities in the
Assiniboine, increasing tourism into the area.

Environmental Education
This priority is about the involvement of communities,
groups and individuals with the educational benefìts of
the Heritage Canoe Route. The stewardship lessons
taught through this development are beneficial and
easily learned. lt is also related to the habitat,

wetlands and riparian developments along the river,
that are also valuable teaching aids on environmental
processes, nutrient cycling and ecosystem function.

The Tourism lndustry of Manitoba relies heavily
on the spectacular wildlife viewing opportunities
in the province. This Priority will be benefit
this practice, create new tourism opportunities
and in turn bring more economic gains to
the communities along the Assiniboine. An

Habitat Gonservation
increase in habitat can increase animals,
which can increase tourism activities such
as hunting, fìshing and animal viewing.
These activities are related to many support
industries such as Bed & Breakfasts, hunting
and fishing lodges, guiding and retail.



The Riparian Development Priority, Like
the Habitat Conservation and Wetland
Development Priorities, increases habitat
and connects habitat patches to encourage
animal movement and use. This will
increase the potential of animal related

Riparian Development
tourism ventures in the area. Riparian
Development will also provide support
for environmental education, the Heritage
Canoe Route infrastructure and tourism
developments and provide connections
with the river related communities.

Wetland Development
Wetland development can provide
opportunities for larger tourism
development within a community. The
functional values of wetlands also greatly
benefit the communities that they are

located in. lncreased animal habitat
and animal related tourism and support
industries are also community benefits
resulting from the Wetland Development
Priority.

The environmental benefits of Sustainable
Farm Practices affect the communities
near, and indirectly related to the
Assiniboine River. Decreasing nutrient,
chemical and fertilizer loads in the
Assiniboine, increases the recreational
potential of the river, improves the tourism

Sustainable Farm Practices
resources in the area and elevates
water quality in the entire watershed.
Sustainable Farm practices also bring
new revenue sources to farmers through
woodlots, agricultural display farms and
tours and increased forage lands.

Sustainable Economic Development
This Priority is directly related to the
Primary Priority of Tourism Development.
Sustainable Economic Development in

Communities would be based on the
Heritage Canoe Route and the area's
Tourism Opportunities. Support lndustries
such as lodging, retail, guiding companies

and others would continue to be
important aspects of the Heritage Canoe
Route because they provide resources
that are vitalto the use and enjoyment
of the Assiniboine River and its
environments.
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The theme of Celebration applies to
all aspects of this practicum. lt is an
important part of this work because
it is a means to showcase, explore
and interpret the rich culture, history,
people and environments that are
found along the Assiniboine River.
Each part of this practicum contributes
to the Celebration of the experience of
the Assiniboine River Heritage Canoe
Route.

Celebration is a multi-layered concept.
This practicum expands upon this
theme to include the celebration of
the entire proposed Heritage Canoe
Route by examining the Canadian

Heritage River System. I will discuss
the possible place and relationship
that the Assiniboine could have with
the CHRS and the importance to such
a designation to the status, enjoyment
and use of the Assiniboine River.

Celebration can be a personaland
private experience between a canoeist
and the river and it can also be a
large, dynamic experience of a country
fair or group event. Each scale of
celebration is important and relevant
to the enjoyment of the Heritage
Canoe Route experience. Facilitating
opportunities for celebration is another
aspect of the Priorities of this theme.
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Primary Priorities

The theme of Celebration
focuses on one Primary
Priority which is the
designation of the Assiniboine
River as a Canadian Heritage
River. This designation would
be sought upon realization
of the Heritage Canoe Route
proposed by this practicum.

Secondary Priorities

The CHRS Priority is
supported through the
Secondary Priorities of:

. Cultural& Historical Value

. Environmental Education

. Habitat Conservation

. Heritage Site Development

. lmportance of the River in
Provincial ldentity
. Sustainable Economic
Development
. Tourism Development

GHRS Designation
The Primary priority for the theme of
Celebration is to examine the place
that the Assiniboine River could have
within the Canadian Heritage River
System once the Heritage Canoe
Route was established. Designation
as a Canadian Heritage River would
be a way to celebrate the river's
cultural, historical and natural heritage
as well as the communities that
participated in the establishment of
the Heritage Canoe Route.
This Priority:

. lnvestigates the Canadian Heritage
River System, its mandate and the
possible benefits related to inclusion
within it.

. Discusses how the Assiniboine
River is eligible for nomination to the
Canadian Heritage River System

. ldentifies the unique opportunities
that the Assiniboine River brings to
the Canadian Heritage River System.

The Assiniboine River would be
eligible for designation as a Canadian
Heritage River due to its rich Human
Heritage Values. lt has many features
which make it important to the people
of Manitoba and its heritage makes
it important to the entire country.
With the creation and operation
of the Heritage Canoe Route and
the conservation initiatives discussed
later in this practicum, the Assiniboine
River could also be nominated based
on Recreational Values.
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The Ganadian Heritage River System
The CHRS was formed for the
purpose of preserving the
important artifacts of human culture
in Canada. lt can be seen as a tool
for celebrating what it means to
be Canadian. This system creates
a balance between preservation,
profit and the use of resources
that ensures that the natural
and scenic values of a protected
arca are maintained while boosting
economic ventures through tourism
initiatives.

The mandate of the Canadian
Heritage River System is "fo give
national recognition to the valuable
cultural and natural heritage that
built this country, the role of the
river in the creation of Canada
and the fostering of recreational
use and enjoyment of Canada's
rich river resources". The mission
of the CHRS is to "Develop a
river conservation program that
ls nationally valued, internationally
recognized and reflects the
significance of the rivers in the
identity and history of Canada; and
ensure that the natural, cultural and
recreation values for which rivers
are designated are managed in a
sustainable manner." (CHRS)

The CHRS allows the precious
natural and historical landscapes
of Canada to be preserved and
protected. lt represents a shift
away from the traditional, designed
landscape parks of Canada. lts
focus is on the spiritual values
embedded in the associated
landscape, the layers of historical
experienced in the evolved
landscape and the meaning
residing in the linear landscapes
and historical corridors of
Canada's geography. (Hucker,
1 eee)

This system is governed by three
values. These determine if a river
will be accepted for designation.
These three values are:

1. Natural Heritage
2. Human Heritage
3. Recreational Opportunity

A river can be nominated to the
CHRS based one or all three
values. The values that a river
is nominated for must also meet
the CHRS lntegrity Guidelines to
ensure that the river is suitable as
a representation as an important
Canadian river.

Submission of
Nomination
Document

Approvalof
Nomination

Document by
CHRS Board

Acceptance of
Management

Plan by CHRS
Board

Designation as a
Canadian

Heritage River
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GHRS:
Operational Guidelines

Natural Heritage Value

A river nominated to the CHRS
must exhibit one or more of the
following requirements. The river
and its immidiate environment:

l. ls an outstanding example
of river environments as they
are affected by the major stages
and processes in the Earth's
evolutionary history which are
represented in Canada.

l.e. Show evidence of
geological time and major
changes.

2. Contains outstanding
representations of significant
ongoing fluvial, geomorphological
and biological processes.

i.e. Show ongoing process
in the evolution and form of the
river and associated plant and
animal communities.

3. Contain along its course
unique, rare or outstanding
examples of natural phenomena,
formations, features or areas of
exceptional beauty.

i.e. Contain rare or
endangered species or habitats.

Human Heritage Value

A river nominated to the CHRS
based on this value:

l.ls of outstanding importance
owing to its influence, over a
period of time, on the historical
development of Canada through
major impact upon the region in

which it is located.
l.e. Presence of historical

themes such as fur trade,
settlement patterns, people,
transportation.

2. ls strongly associated with
persons, events or beliefs of
Canadian significance

3. Contain historical or
archaeological structures, works
or sites which are unique, rare or
of great antiquity.

4. Contains concentrations of
historical or archaeological
structures, works or sites which
are representative of major
themes in Canadian history.

This value is often hard to
determine due to the layers of
use present in many sites and the
difficulty in finding records of use
in cultures with oral traditions.

Recreational Values

This value deals with the
recreational oppoftunities that are
present along the river and
the potential the river has for
increased recreational
enjoyment. lt is dependent upon:

. Visual aesthetics

. Diversity and quality of scenic
beauty of the river
. River flow rates, navigability

and rapids
. Accessibility to the shoreline

The CHRS places great
importance on a river's capacity
to support recreational uses
without significant loss or impact
on its natural, historic and
aesthetic values.

CHRS lntegrity Guidelines

The CHRS uses lntegrity
Guidelines to further analyze a

river's nominated values. These
guidelines relate directly to each
of the three Value Guidelines.
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Nomination of the Assiniboine River to the GHRS

Nomination of the Assiniboine River, upon
completion of the Heritage Canoe Route
goals, would be based on the CHRS
Guidelines for Human Heritage Values and
Recreational Values. The adaptation of the
river at the Shellmouth Dam and Portage
Diversion makes the Assiniboine ineligible
for nomination based on Natural Heritage
Values.

The history of human adaptation and use
of the river actually makes the Human
Heritage Value of the Assiniboine increase.
The river's flood control modifications and
location in Southern Manitoba makes the
it an unique addition to the CHRS. The
population and accessibility of the region
also increase the appeal and the potential
for use of the river.

Opportunities for the CHRS

Manitoba's designated CHRS rivers are
located in remote, or hard to reach areas
of the province. Travel to these areas is
limited due to cost and accessibility. These
rivers are also wild rivers and are suited for
adventure tourism and expert paddlers.

The Assiniboine River showcases the
southern part of Manitoba, its cultures,
natural heritage and urban and rural life.
The Assiniboine is easily accessible to
people in Manitoba and Canada. The river
travels through a densely populated and
heavily traveled area, which brings a large
number of people into its vicinity. The
opportunities that the Assiniboine river would
bring to the CHRS are:

. Designation of a prairie river in a working
agricultural zone.

. A high level of public interest in the
protection and enhancement of the river.

. A broad range of human heritage values
with prehistoric, historic and contemporary
themes.

. Numerous examples of flood control,
environmental regulation and river crossing
themes that are not represented by other
CHRS rivers in Manitoba.
. Diverse recreational opportunities
. Unique geology, flora, fauna, habitats and

river morphology.
. High Tourism Development potential
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NOminated GHRS ValUeS significance

of the Assiniboine River
The river shorøs an influence over time
on the historical development of Canada
through major impacts on a region and
beyond or through historical themes,
native peoples, settlement patterns and
transportation.

The Assiniboine was:
. A boundary for Native tribes
. A trade route that helped to open the
continent
. A means of transportation for Native groups
and Fur Traders
. A contributing factor in settlement
development (Contains Manitoba's 2 largest
cities)
. An important resource for the Fur Trade
lndustry of Early Canada

The river contains along its course
concentrations of historical or
archaeological structures, works or sifes
which are unique, rare or of great antiquity

Sites along the Assiniboine relate to:
. Paleo-lndian Occupation (burial mounds,
petroforms & Medicine Wheels)
. Spiritual Meaning and legends (churches,
Whitehorse)
. Passenger transport (wreck of SS Alpha)
. River Crossings and Ferry sites

The river is strongly associated with
person's, events or beliefs of Canadian

The Assiniboine is associated with:
. Native Groups (Assiniboine, Saulteaux,
Plains Cree and the Sioux)
. Explorers ( La Verendrye, David
Thompson, Alexander MacKenzie,
Lewis & Clark, Henry Hind and JB Tyrell)
. Metis
. Fur Traders (Voyageurs, Hudson's bay
Company, Northwest Company)
. Pioneers

The river contains along its course
concentrations of historícal or
archaeological structures, works, sites
whích are representative of maior themes
in Canada's history.

Sites along the Assiniboine relate to:
. Native use
. Fur Trade lndustry
. Flood control
. Agriculture
. Settlement (Churches, homesteads)

Recreational Value

As discussed earlier in this practicum, the
Assiniboine River has valuable recreation
opportunities along its course and has the
potential to support new recreational ventures.

The elevation of water quality to an accepted
recreational standard through the wetland
and riparian initiatives, will also enhance the
recreational potential of the Assiniboine.



These Priorities support the establishment of
the Assiniboine River as a Canadian Heritage
River by improving and enhancing the values
for which the river can be nominated. These
Priorities celebrate the importance, heritage,
beauty and opportunities of the Assiniboine

Secondary Prior¡t¡es
River. The experiences do not require
a designation to the CHRS to give
the Heritage Canoe Route value as a
provincial and national tourism destination,

but are improved because of the title.

As discussed throughout this practicum, the
Assiniboine River has a rich heritage and
cultural resource base. This resource base
increases the Human Heritage Values of
the river for nomination. lt also increase
the development opportunities along the

Gultural & Historical Value
river and benefits tourism development in the
local communities. lnterpreting this heritage
is essentialfor providing a powerful and
meaningful tourism product in the area.

Teaching lessons about stewardship and
environmental responsibility is goal of the
CHRS and the Heritage Canoe Route.
This Priority focuses on monitoring programs
to teach communities about the valuable
contribution they are making to the river

Environmental Education

through their involvement in the Heritage
Canoe Route and CHRS. lt also relates
to community involvement with the river,
wetlands and natural areas and the role these
environments have in the teaching people
about the functions of the Earth.

This Priority provides a basis for recreation
enjoyment of the river. lt is related to
the Environmental Education Priority, and
can be a tool for teaching stewardship.
Habitat Conservation will also improve the
natural value of the area and ensure that

Habitat Gonservation
the popular wildlife related tourism products
remain abundant. This Priority will also
play a role in water quality enhancement,
increasing the CHRS Recreational values of
the Assiniboine.



Heritage Site Development
Heritage Site Development along the of the river. This priority expands beyond

Assiniboine river increases the tourism and the river's borders and includes the outlying

recreation activities in the area. These areas that are still important to the heritage

developments are essential to the designation of the region.

of the Assiniboine as Canadian Heritage River,
the interpretation of the river's history and the
increased enjoyment of the sites and history

lmportance of River ¡n Provincial ldentity
The Assiniboine River helped to build the
province of Manitoba into what it is today.
This value extends to the entire country as
well. Living along the water's edge has greatly
influenced people's lives. The Assiniboine and
its annualflooding have become a test and

symbol of prairie spirit and resourcefulness.
This role can be recognized and celebrated
by including the Assiniboine in the CHRS,
and through the interpretation of the river's
heritage.

This Priority focuses on the maintenance
of the river's water quality, habitats, wildlife
and people through responsible development.
The Heritage Canoe Route works toward
conserving and renewing the environment and
improving the water quality of the Assiniboine.

Sustainable Economic Development
Encouraging sustainable resource use and
development will ensure that these steps are
not in vain and that the river's designation
as a Canadian Heritage River will never be
revoked.

Tourism Development

This Priority increases the recreation
opportunities along the Assiniboine there
by improving its recreationalvalues for
nomination. These tourism resources will also
increase the amount of venues for enjoyment
of the river and increase awareness of the

CHRS, its mission and the other Canadian
Heritage Rivers.
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